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A modular particle-continuum (MPC) method is extended to model vibrational exci-
tation to simulate hypersonic steady-state ows that exhibit regions of collisional non-
equilibrium in a mainly continuum ow eld. This method loosely couples a DSMC code
to an implicit Navier-Stokes solver. By limiting our study to steady-state ows, both
time-step and cell size are decoupled between methods. Control of statistical scatter and
information transfer between modules is described. Hypersonic ow over a 2-D cylinder
is simulated with dierent physical models. Results from DSMC, CFD, and the MPC
method are presented and compared. The agreement in vibrational temperature between
DSMC and the MPC method decreases as the size of the continuum domain increases,
which may be due to the dierence in macroscopic relaxation rates computed in DSMC
and CFD. Other ow variables and surface properties remain in excellent agreement be-
tween DSMC and the MPC method. The MPC simulation results are obtained using less
than half the computational time compared to full DSMC while also decreasing the memory
requirements.
Nomenclature
Ch Heat transfer coecient
d Diameter
E Energy
f Probability density function
g Relative velocity
k Boltzmann constant [1.38× 10−23 m
2kg
s2K ]
m molecular mass [kg]














R Universal gas constant
T Temperature [K]
λ Mean free path [m]
µ Coecient of viscosity
ν Mean collision rate
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θ Characteristic temperature [K]
Θ Sub relaxation parameter






τ Relaxation time [s]
ω Variable hard sphere power law exponent















With the increased interest in hypersonic vehicles, for scientic, defense, and commercial uses, there is a
need for ecient and accurate computation of the ow eld, aerodynamics, and heat transfer. Throughout
the ight regime, hypersonic vehicles experience ow elds that can range from being completely rareed
to continuum. At very high altitudes, the ow is entirely rareed, or in collisional nonequilibrium, while at
low altitudes, the ow could be considered thoroughly continuum. Mature methods exist that are capable of
computing rareed or continuum ows. The direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method is often used to
simulate highly rareed ow conditions.1 Although accurate over the entire ow regime, the computational
expense of performing DSMC on high density ow elds becomes prohibitively expensive due to restrictions
on cell sizes and time-steps. In the continuum regime, the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations are applicable and
can be solved accurately and eciently using modern Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques.
In addition, models are available for both methods to account for excited vibrational modes and chemical
reactions that can become important in ows that involve strong shocks. At intermediate altitudes, a ow
can be characterized as mainly continuum with localized areas, such as the shock, the boundary layer, and the
wake, that display collisional nonequilibrium eects. In the local rareed regions, the Navier-Stokes equations
are not accurate. While DSMC is accurate over the entire ow eld, it is prohibitively expensive. Instead,
a hybrid code can be used that solves the ow eld with CFD in the continuum region and uses DSMC in
the locally rareed regions. Speedup can be achieved since restrictions imposed by DSMC, specically the
cell size must remain smaller than the mean free path and the time-step must remain less than the mean
free time, are not required for CFD calculations. Thus, decoupling of both mesh densities and time-step are
employed. This hybrid method can take advantage of the computational eciency of CFD in regions where
it is applicable, while still maintaining the physical accuracy of DSMC in the regions where the Navier-Stokes
equations break down.
Previous research has been performed on zonally decoupled DSMC-CFD simulations.24 Here, a CFD
simulation is performed up to a predetermined interface, then this information is used as the boundary
condition for a DSMC simulation over the remainder of the domain. Small locally rareed regions cannot be
easily separated from mainly continuum ow since information transfer occurs in purely one direction and the
CFD solution is completely decoupled from DSMC. Often the rareed regions are very localized so various
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methods have been proposed that adaptively re-position the interface between DSMC and CFD throughout
the simulation with various methods of coupling the domains.58 Wijesinghe and Hadjiconstantinou present
a discussion of the major considerations involved as well as a summary of published work on coupled hybrid
atomistic-continuum schemes.9 The present article extends the modular particle-continuum (MPC) method
that was rst developed for 1-D shock waves and extended to 2-D and axis-symmetric ows.1012 In the
previous work, the MPC method was able to limit DSMC to locally rareed regions that occur within the
shock, the boundary layer, and the wake of hypersonic blunt-body ows. By only simulating regions of
collisional nonequilibrium with DSMC and decoupling time-steps and mesh densities between DSMC and
CFD, the MPC method achieved speedup factors up to 3.27 for transitional ow.11,13 At higher densities,
the locally rareed regions become smaller and the MPC method achieved speedup factors greater than 10.13
This article outlines the extension of the modular particle-continuum method by incorporating vibrational
excitation, which occurs in high enthalpy ows. Control of the statistical scatter and transfer of information
between the DSMC and CFD modules is outlined and extended with the addition of vibrational energy.
Hybrid simulations of the steady-state ow about a hypersonic blunt-body are performed with the MPC
method with vibrational relaxation and comparison with corresponding full DSMC and full CFD solutions is
performed. In addition, comparison of ow eld features between simulations with rotational nonequilibrium
and forced rotational equilibrium in DSMC regions are compared and the eect on the solution of other ow
variables with the MPC method are discussed. Conclusions are formulated and areas of future work are
discussed.
II. Modular Particle-Continuum Method
The MPC method uses existing, state of the art, DSMC and CFD modules with the addition of procedures
to determine the interface location and transfer of information between the two methods. This section briey
summarizes the code structure while covering the details of the added vibrational energy information transfer.
Further details of the MPC algorithm can be found in Reference 12.
II.A. DSMC and CFD Modules
In particle regions, the MPC algorithm uses MONACO,14 a general, cell-based implementation of the DSMC
method capable of simulating rotational and vibrational nonequilibrium and multi-species ow with nite












2πd2ref (5− 2ω) (7− 2ω)
(2)
All results presented in this article are for diatomic oxygen with a reference diameter of dref = 4.07 ×
10−10 m at Tref = 273 K. The power law exponent used is ω = 0.75 while m is the mass of an O2 molecule
and k is the Boltzmann constant. MONACO employs the variable rotational energy exchange probability
of Boyd15 where the reference temperature for energy exchange is Tref,rot = 91.5 K and the maximum
collisional number is 18.1.
In continuum regions, the MPCmethod uses the LeMANS code16 developed at the University of Michigan.
LeMANS is capable of simulating 2-D, axis symmetric, or 3-D steady state continuum hypersonic ows with
vibrational nonequilibrium. LeMANS uses a nite-volume formulation to solve the Navier-Stokes equations.
The inviscid uxes are calculated using a modied form of the Steger-Warming Flux Vector Splitting. The
modied form is less dissipative which makes it adequate to solve the boundary layer, while a pressure switch
is used to switch back to the original form near shock waves. The viscous terms are calculated using the
values of properties at the cell centers and at the nodes. Time integration is performed using a point-implicit
method. Reference 16 contains more specic details of the numerical procedures used in the CFD module.
Currently, translation-rotation nonequilibrium is ignored in the CFD module. Viscosity in CFD regions is
set to match the viscosity produced by the variable hard sphere model used in DSMC, shown in Eq. 1.
Translation-vibration relaxation is incorporated using a relaxation time in the form of Eq. 3, where τvib
is the continuum relaxation time in seconds and p is the pressure in Pascals.
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The constants used are those suggested for O2 by Millikan and White and are A = 129 and B = −10.76.17
Simulations with and without Park's high temperature correction were performed,18 but due to the rela-
tively low ow-eld translational temperature, it had no noticeable aect on any ow variables. The direct
application of the relaxation time is used in the CFD module, while it must be converted to an instantaneous
probability based on relative velocity between two colliding particles for the DSMC module.
The average probability of a vibrationally-inelastic collision, P̄ , can be expressed in terms of the vibra-
tional relaxation time, τvib, and the mean collision rate, ν as shown in Eq. 4. The average probability can
be related to the instantaneous probability, φ(g), as seen in Eq. 5 where g is the relative velocity between
two particles and f(g) is the relative velocity distribution function. A modied Landau-Teller form for the
instantaneous probability as seen in Eq. 6 and a Boltzmann velocity distribution is assumed. The constants,
Zo, α, and g
∗ are evaluated in terms of the variable hard sphere model and Millikan and White coecients


















In addition, there are dierences in how the relaxation time is dened in particle and continuum simula-
tions. Lumpkin, Haas, and Boyd studied these dierences for rotational relaxation. Their result can also be
applied to vibrational relaxation and the relation between particle and continuum relaxation times as Eq.
7, where ζvib is the number of degrees of freedom of the vibrational energy mode and ω is the power law
exponent for the VHS model. Therefore, the instantaneous probability for vibrationally-inelastic collision is
multiplied by a factor of 1 + ζvib4−2ω , for consistency with the CFD model. A value of ζvib is calculated based





MONACO is also capable of taking into account Park's high temperature correction term, but that is not
included in these simulations since translational temperatures remain relatively low throughout the entire
ow eld. The maximum translational temperature remains below 7, 500 K and Park suggests that Millikan
and White data should only be modied for translational temperatures greater than 8, 000 K.18
Despite all attempts to maintain similar relaxation times between DSMC and CFD under collisional
equilibrium conditions, the average probabilities simulated in each method still are not exactly the same.
Table 1 shows a comparison between the probabilities of vibrationally-inelastic collisions in a heat bath
sampled using MONACO simulations to exact calculations. Although remaining within 20% across the
entire ow eld of interest, these dierences still inuence agreement in vibrational temperature contours
between DSMC and CFD in continuum simulations. It is thought that these dierences are due to the
inexact integration of Eq. 5.2022
Table 1. Comparison of average probabilities of vibrationally-inelastic collisions between DSMC and theory for O2-O2
collisions.20
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Finally, post-collision vibrational energy is sampled from a Borgnakke-Larsen energy distribution with a
correction proposed by Abe23 that maintains the principle of detailed balance. Equation 8 shows the relation
between the energy distribution proposed by Abe and the energy distribution function proposed by Larsen
and Borgnakke where fABE is the distribution used to sample post-collisional vibrational energy, fBL is the
discrete Borgnakke-Larsen energy distribution,24 φmax is the maximum probability of vibrationally-inelastic





II.B. Interface Location and Continuum Breakdown
The accuracy and eciency of a hybrid DSMC-CFD method strongly depend on proper placement of the
interface location. The interface location must be located within collisional equilibrium regions to ensure
that the NS solver maintains acceptable physical accuracy over its entire domain, while the eciency of the
MPC method depends on the interfaces remaining near the edge of the collisional equilibrium domain. Often,
a continuum breakdown parameter is used to determine the particle and continuum regimes of the ow eld.
The MPC method employs the gradient-length Knudsen number rst proposed by Boyd et al.25,26as seen
in Eq. 9 where Q is a ow quantity of interest such as density ρ, pressure p, temperature T , or velocity





Previous research has shown for hypersonic reentry problems25,26 and 1-D normal shock waves10 that re-
gions where the maximum gradient-length Knudsen number remain less than 0.05 display less than a 5%
discrepancy of ow quantities between DSMC and CFD. Therefore, these regions may be simulated with
CFD while introducing little physical inaccuracy.
In addition, since the CFD module currently does not allow rotational nonequilibrium, an added break-
down parameter that measures the degree of rotational nonequilibrium in the ow is used. Equation 10 is
applied without absolute values so that only areas where Ttra exceeds Trot by more than 1% are simulated







KnGL−ρ, KnGL−p, KnGL−TT RA , KnGL−|V |, KnROT−NEQ
)
(11)
Equation 11 shows the nal breakdown parameter used in the MPC method which is a combination of
the two parameters described above. Figure 1 shows the initial and nal interface locations for a Mach 12
case described in Section III.
II.C. Information Transfer
The modular implementation of the MPC method allows both the DSMC and CFD modules to maintain
their own mesh and data structure. State-based coupling is performed which assigns boundary conditions to
the CFD domain from corresponding DSMC cells and vice versa. Figure 2 shows a schematic of how data is
transferred between the two modules at an interface location. First, the interface locations are determined
using the breakdown parameter evaluated for a full CFD solution. Next, a DSMC buer region is created and
cells that are used for boundary conditions are added to the edges of the particle and continuum domains.
An unsteady period occurs where the ow eld changes from the initial CFD solution to a hybrid particle-
continuum result. During this time, the interfaces are allowed to move. In this unsteady phase, macroscopic
information is tracked in DSMC cells using a sub-relaxation average proposed by Sun and Boyd27 and is
shown in Eq. 12 where Q̄j is the average at the current iteration, Q̄j−1is the average at the previous iteration,
Qj is the value at the current iteration, and Θ is the weighting used. A Θ value of 0.001 is used throughout
all the MPC simulations presented in this article.
Q̄j = (1−Θ) Q̄j−1 + ΘQj (12)
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Figure 2. State-based coupling.
Although the sub relaxation technique reduces the scatter of macroscopic ow variables, it should only
be used if the ow variables of interest are resolved to acceptable levels of statistical scatter in less than 1Θ
iterations. For most ow variables, this can often be done in very few iterations. For vibrational temperature,
a quantized energy distribution is used in the DSMC module and the number of iterations required to resolve
low vibrational temperatures becomes enormous. It is found that the number of iterations required to
accurately resolve vibrational temperature varies inversely with the ratio Tvibθvib where θvib is the characteristic
temperature for vibration and Tvib is the vibrational temperature being sampled. Figure 3 compares the
temperature at a point in a shock layer (left), where the vibrational temperature is about 3, 000 K, and
at a point upstream of the shock (right), where the vibrational temperature is 217.45 K, as a function of
the number of iterations. When the vibrational temperature is on the same order of magnitude of θvib,
where θvib = 2239 K for O2, acceptable resolution of the vibrational temperature occurs in about the same
number of iterations required by both translational and rotational temperature. However, at low vibrational
temperature, an excessively large number of time-steps are required to resolve the vibrational temperature.
This is because the probability of a particle being vibrational excited at low temperatures is extremely low.
Even after 30,000 iterations with more than 30 particles per iteration, the vibrational temperature can not
be accurately resolved and only 4 particles with nonzero energy have passed through the cell. As a result
of the infrequency of vibrationally excited particles at low temperatures, the sub-relaxation average would
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require an enormous number of samples to converge to the correct value of 217.45 K. This is prohibitive for







































Figure 3. Comparison of the number of iterations needed to resolve the temperatures in a post-shock (left) and
pre-shock (right) locations.
To address the problem illustrated in Fig. 3 of ecient resolution of low vibrational temperatures, the
average vibrational energy is assigned to all particles in the boundary cells. Equation 13 shows the nal
calculation of the vibrational energy where Nmax is the level that the discrete Boltzmann distribution is
truncated in the DSMC simulation, R is the universal gas constant, θv is the characteristic vibrational
temperature, and Pi is the probability of a particle occupying the ith level of vibrational energy. Assuming
vibrational energy is modeled as a harmonic oscillator, the probability of obtaining a level is calculated using
Eq. 14. The maximum level, Nmax, is calculated using Eq. 15 where Pi,min is the minimum probability
sampled in the DSMC simulation. Currently, MONACO samples probabilities as low as 10−8, so this is used























DSMC collision process described above remain intact, so particles are assigned to quantized levels after
they undergo a vibrationally-inelastic collision. Using this method, vibrational temperature information
passed from the DSMC module to the CFD module uses the same relaxation process used by all other
variables as dened in Eq. 12. This new method is tested in heat bath and 2-D ow simulations using
DSMC. All macroscopic values remain in good agreement with the original discrete population method. As
will be seen in Section IV, results derived by application of this method in the interior of the ow in a hybrid
simulation agree well with full DSMC simulations as well.
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III. Flow Conditions
Hypersonic ow about a cylinder at Mach 12 is simulated. The free-stream gas simulated is O2 with
number density n∞ = 1.41× 1021 particles/m3 and Ttra,∞ = Trot,∞ = Tvib,∞ = 217.45 K. This corresponds
to a free stream density of ρ∞ = 7.48 × 10−5 kg/m3 and pressure of p∞ = 4.22 Pa. The diameter of the
cylinder simulated is d = 8 cm which results in a global Knudsen number of Kn∞ = 0.01. The cylinder
wall temperature is set at Tw = 1000 K with full diuse reection in DSMC simulations and a no-slip,
isothermal condition is applied in CFD simulations. The vibrational characteristic temperature used in all
simulations is θvib = 2239 K. These ow conditions are very similar to those used previously in Reference
13 with the exception of using O2 instead of N2. This change is made to increase the ratio of the maximum
ow temperature to the vibrational characteristic temperature which can be used as an indication of the
amount of vibrational excitation expected in the ow. A constant DSMC time-step of 2× 10−8 s is used for
all simulations.
Results with dierent physical models and mesh structures are compared. Case M12 corresponds to
the baseline case where both the DSMC and CFD modules are unmodied. In addition, both DSMC and
CFD use the same structured mesh that is rened to the mean free path. Case M12E corresponds to a ow
simulation using the same mesh used in case M12 but sets the rotational collision number to unity in the
DSMC module. This forces the rotational temperature to be closer to equilibrium with the translational
temperature in ow areas that are near collisional equilibrium. Finally, a third case M12R uses the same
physical models as case M12 but the CFD module uses a much coarser mesh and the mesh renement
technique explained in Ref. 13 is employed.
IV. Numerical Results of Flow Simulations
Ultimately, the purpose of the MPC method is to reproduce full DSMC results at a lower computational
expense. This section will compare ow eld results between cases M12 and M12E . Flow eld properties
for case M12R are in excellent agreement with case M12, so therefore are not be shown. In addition, surface
properties and code eciency are compared to the corresponding full DSMC simulations for all three cases.
IV.A. Flow Field Properties
Figure 4(a) compares the translational temperature contours calculated using full DSMC, full CFD, and
the MPC method for the M12 case. The DSMC shock wave is signicantly thicker and begins further
upstream compared with the CFD shock prole. In addition, the DSMC solution predicts a temperature
overshoot within the shock wave. The wake region also shows that the temperature predicted by DSMC is up
to 20% higher than the temperature predicted by CFD. Figure 4(b) compares the vibrational temperature
contours calculated using full DSMC, full CFD, and the MPC method for the M12 case. DSMC predicts a
thicker vibrational relaxation area in the fore-body, which directly corresponds to the thicker translational
temperature shock seen in Figure 4(a), in the forebody compared to full CFD and also a higher vibrational
temperature in the expansion and wake area compared to DSMC.
Figure 4(a) also shows that the MPC method is able to reproduce nonequilibrium eects that CFD is
unable to simulate alone, including the temperature overshoot in the shock, the thicker shock structure, and
the higher translational temperature within the near-wake region. The maximum dierence for translational
temperature when comparing the MPC results to full DSMC is less than 3%.
In addition, Figure 4(b) shows that the MPC method successfully improves from the initial NS solution
to a result that compares well with full DSMC. The MPC solution is able to reproduce the higher vibrational
temperature in the expansion and wake that CFD is unable to predict and also the larger relaxation zone
located in the forebody. The largest dierence between MPC and DSMC ow eld calculations for vibrational
temperature is seen to be located in the far wake region with a percentage dierence of about 10%.
Notice that the areas that show greatest dierences in vibrational temperature are located in the wake
that also corresponds to the area with the greatest dierences in translational temperature which are due
to rotational nonequilibrium eects. Since case M12E pushes the ow towards rotational-translational
equilibrium, better agreement in translational temperatures are obtained between DSMC and the MPC
method. This is because DSMC and CFD are in better agreement for translational temperature in areas
which are considered continuum. Figure 5 compares vibrational temperature contour lines between the MPC
method and DSMC for cases M12 (top) and M12E (bottom). Surprisingly, the agreement for vibrational
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(a) Translational temperature. (b) Vibrational temperature.
Figure 4. Temperature contour comparison between DSMC, CFD, and the MPC for the M12 simulation.
temperature between the MPC method and full DSMC actually worsens even though all other ow variables
are in better agreement for the M12E case compared to the M12 case. In order to better quantify these
dierences, extraction line cuts with the angle measured from the extraction line are made that compare the
ow eld temperatures predicted with CFD, DSMC, and the MPC method for the M12 and M12E cases.
In the fore-body, the ow is dominated by nonequilibrium eects and almost the entire ow is simulated
by the MPC using the DSMC module which results in excellent agreement. Figure 6 (a) and (b) show
the temperature proles along the stagnation line and 45o extraction line measured from the stagnation
streamline for the M12 case, respectively. Since the entire area of interest is simulated using DSMC in the
MPC method, the MPC results are in excellent agreement with full DSMC results. Similar agreement is
found for the M12E case.
The largest dierences start to appear where the ow begins to expand around the cylinder and the
local translational and rotational temperatures drop below the vibrational temperature. Figure 7 compares
temperatures between CFD, MPC, and DSMC along the 90o extraction line. Along the 90o extraction
line, one can see that there is a continuum domain located between two particle regions that contain the
boundary layer and bow shock. The size of the region where the CFD module is applied increases in the
M12E case due to the fact that rotation-translation equilibrium is attained over a much shorter distance.
Despite improved agreement in both translational and rotational temperature for the M12E case (right),
the agreement between vibrational temperatures actually worsens between MPC and DSMC results. Similar
characteristics are seen along extraction lines at 135o and 165o in Figures 8 and 9, respectively, despite
noticeable improvement in translational and rotational temperatures. Notice that along the 135o extraction
line, a discontinuity exists in vibrational temperature at the DSMC-CFD interface. This only appears along
the DSMC-CFD interface in MPC simulations where there is also a discontinuity in translational temperature.
Also, the size of the vibrational discontinuity is proportional to the size of the translational temperature
discontinuity. It is thought that if rotational nonequilibrium were accounted for in CFD simulations, the
discontinuity in translational temperature would be eliminated which would also eliminate the vibrational
temperature discontinuity. Also even though the 165o extraction line is located entirely within a DSMC
region, dierences in vibrational temperature still exist. Despite dierences away from the body, DSMC and
the MPC method are in excellent agreement near the surface of the body.
A possible cause of the increased discrepancy in vibrational temperature between DSMC and MPC results
could be due to the inherent dierences in macroscopic vibration-translation relaxation rates simulated by
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Figure 5. Comparison of vibrational temperature contour lines for case M12 (top) and M12E (bottom).
CFD and DSMC. As noted before, although the method used in DSMC was formulated to match continuum
relaxation rates in collisional equilibrium areas, exact replication of rates does not occur.19,20,28 Figure 10
show streamlines that pass through areas that exhibit the highest discrepancy in vibrational temperature
between DSMC and the MPC method. Notice that the areas that display largest dierences in vibrational
temperature also pass through the continuum region. To the rear of the shock, the ow contained between
streamlines in Figure 10 can be considered advection-dominated so that most uid elements (in CFD regions)
or particles (in DSMC regions) will nearly follow the streamlines. This causes some areas of DSMC ow to
be strongly inuenced by information from the continuum regions. In addition, since the forced rotational-
translational equilibrium extends the continuum region further into the shock layer, more uid elements
pass through the continuum region which results in larger discrepancies in the wake region. Therefore, it
is thought that the dierences in vibrational relaxation rates are the main cause of the discrepancies in
vibrational temperatures between DSMC and the MPC method.
IV.B. Surface Properties
Despite the dierences in the temperature ow elds, surface properties are in excellent agreement. Figure
11(a) compares the coecient of heating, Ch, for the M12 and M12R cases from the MPC, full CFD, and
full DSMC, where Ch is dened in Eq. 16 and q is the heat ux to the surface, ρ∞ is the free stream density,
and V∞ is the free stream velocity. Figure 11(b) compares the coecient of heating for the M12E case from








Notice that despite the dierences in the vibrational temperature ow eld away from the body, all MPC heat
ux results are in excellent agreement with full DSMC simulations. The MPC method can accurately predict
heating rates to within a maximum dierence of less than 2% compared to full DSMC with a signicant
reduction in computational expense.
IV.C. Computational Performance
The MPC method reproduces full DSMC results while using a fraction of the particles required by limiting
the DSMC method to regions that are in collisional nonequilibrium. Continuum regions are simulated using
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(a) Stagnation line. (b) 45o extraction line.
Figure 6. Comparison of temperature proles with rotational nonequilibrium in DSMC.
an implicit Navier-Stokes solver so time-steps restrictions that must be applied to DSMC simulations are
not required. This allows continuum time-steps to be 50 times larger compared to the time-steps required
by DSMC for the corresponding ow. In addition, for case M12R, the use of mesh renement leads to a
decoupling of mesh densities as well. For case M12R, continuum cells are up to 14 times larger in area
than corresponding DSMC cells. The decreases in both computational time required and memory usage are
outlined in Table 2. The actual speedup is the ratio of the computational time required by DSMC simulation
compared to the corresponding simulation using the MPC method. To make a fair comparison, the number
of sample time-steps after reaching steady-state are the same using DSMC and the MPC method. Ideal
speedup is dened as the ratio of particles used in a full DSMC simulation compared to the corresponding
MPC simulation. Since the computational cost of DSMC simulations nearly scales linearly with the number
of particles in the simulation, if the overhead and continuum regions are completely free in the MPC method,
this is the highest speedup factor achievable for a ow. Notice, that for all cases the actual speedup factor
exceeds the ideal speedup factor. This is because the time required to reach steady state is greatly reduced in
the MPCmethod due to using an initial continuum solution that can be calculated in much less computational
time than the corresponding full DSMC simulation. For comparison, the sampling speedup factors are listed
as well. These are calculated as the ratio of the time required to sample the same number of time-steps in
a full DSMC simulation to that required for the MPC method. As noted before, these are always below the
ideal speedup. Finally, memory usage is calculated as the ratio between the maximum memory required for
an MPC simulation compared to the corresponding full DSMC simulation. Note that with the use of mesh
renement, a large decrease in memory usage is attainable. In addition, the M12E case achieved a higher
speedup factor compared to the M12 case. This is because the size of the particle regions is reduced due to
eliminating the need to apply the rotational nonequilibrium breakdown parameter, KnROT−NEQ, in areas
that are near collisional equilibrium. Since current CFD methods can account for translational-rotational
nonequilibrium, addition of this capability into the continuum module could lead to larger speedup factors.
V. Conclusions
The implementation of vibrational relaxation within a modular particle-continuum (MPC) method was
described and tested on a hypersonic, blunt-body ow that is in transitional collisional nonequilibrium. An
MPC method is outlined that uses existing DSMC and CFD codes with virtually no modication within a
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(a) M12 case. (b) M12E case.
Figure 7. Comparison of temperature proles along the 90o extraction line.
Table 2. Computational performance and memory requirements for the MPC method.
Case Actual Speedup Ideal Speedup Sample Speedup Memory Usage
M12 2.29 1.75 1.68 98%
M12E 2.34 1.92 1.72 76%
M12R 2.59 2.29 1.90 59%
hybrid code. This implementation allows updates of both the DSMC or CFD source codes which reduces the
development time of a hybrid code as newer models are added and tested to both codes. Information transfer
techniques of ow variables between DSMC and CFD modules were extended to account for vibrational
energy. A method for controlling the statistical scatter of vibrational temperature was described and tested.
This enables the MPC method to handle information transfer including vibrational energy in an accurate
and ecient manner. Comparison of ows with and without translation-rotational nonequilibrium activated
in DSMC regions were performed. Despite dierences of about 10% for the vibrational temperature in
the wake region, surface properties calculated using the MPC method were in excellent agreement with full
DSMC calculations. With the reduction in particles and the decoupling of both time-step and mesh densities,
the MPC method is able to resolve nonequilibrium ow features using the computationally expensive DSMC
method, while using CFD in continuum regions. The reduction in computational time is directly proportional
to the reduction in number of particles and the MPC method signicantly reduces the number of particles
by decreasing the size of the DSMC domain to only areas in collisional nonequilibrium. Speedup factors of
2.29, 2.34, and 2.59 were obtained for the M12, M12E, and M12R cases, respectively, while using 98%,
76%, and 59% of the memory required by a full DSMC simulation.
In order to further increase the speedup factor, rotational relaxation should be incorporated within the
MPC method. While existing for both DSMC and CFD codes,29 it is only currently invoked in DSMC
regions. By using rotational relaxation in the CFD module, the CFD domain can be enlarged, and therefore,
the DSMC domain would decrease which would lead to a direct reduction in the number of particles required
for the MPC method. In addition, in order to apply the MPC method to higher enthalpy ows, multiple
species and nite-rate chemistry should be incorporated within the MPC method. Both DSMC and CFD
already have the ability to simulate both multiple species and nite-rate chemistry, but the control of the
statistical scatter and information transfer associated with the physical process requires additional research.
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(a) M12 case. (b) M12E case.
Figure 8. Comparison of temperature proles along the 135o extraction line.
In addition, dierences in the vibrational temperature ow eld could cause added discrepancy in nite-rate
chemistry due to the coupled vibration-dissociation process.
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(a) M12 and M12R cases. (b) M12E case.
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